EMD SD70ACe-T4 Locomotives

The EMD SD70ACe-T4 freight locomotive is the result of the combined expertise and resources of the EMD, Progress Rail and Caterpillar engineering teams, driven by a mission to achieve life cycle cost optimization for railroads.

The locomotive is powered by a specially designed 12-cylinder, four-stroke EMD 1010 diesel engine that reduces NOx by 80 percent and particulate emissions by 70 percent. This performance allows the new locomotive to achieve Tier 4 compliance without costly urea after-treatment. The SD70ACe-T4 also features enhanced traction motors, individual axle control and a larger, more comfortable cab.
Key Features of Our New EMD SD70ACe-T4 Locomotives

- Replicates latest Tier 4 locomotive profile
- Heavy diecast metal construction
- Realistic trucks and couplers
- EMD brand marks
- Unique Progress Rail paint scheme in blues, greens and white (Item 85534)
- Special Progress Rail paint scheme in yellow, black and white (Item 85546)
- Model is for display; not motorized

Display Case Packaging

Model mounted on base with simulated HO scale railroad track. Clear plastic cover completes the display package. Cardboard window box protects the plastic case. Outer box provides additional protection.

Contact your Diecast Masters distributor today to order.